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Clean Slate

I can’t very well just walk up to the man and tell him,
I like to watch you work from my bedroom window.

I can’t say watching him rake up layers of dry dead leaves
and scoop them into bags with a giant plastic shovel gives me hope

on a morning where it seems like we’ve pried free our country
from the fetid purple clutches of a wax-skinned tortoise.

I watch this man remove great rakefuls of rot
and decay from the empty park across the street,

pulling back autumn’s soiled linens to expose
the soft dark earth of winter’s possibility underneath.

I can’t tell him the black barren dirt he’s revealing
makes me see green and reminds me of spring.

Daydreaming of flowers and budding shrubs to come,
it’s still too soon for any of that, but a clean slate is a start.
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Leonora’s friend Maeve is back from France where she used to spend half the year. Maeve
has decided to remain permanently in the US, and as a result, on her ultimate return from
a long stay in France, she came back with six suitcases full of clothes. Because the clothes
that Maeve kept in France were mainly winter clothes, they easily filled up six suitcases.
She also didn’t want to part quite yet with the French side of her life, which some of these
clothes, the ones that were French, embodied.

They have tried to set a date for Leonora to go to Maeve’s house and help triage. Leonora
has no stake in this, she is just curious to see her friend’s French wardrobe.

Imaginary Wedding Outfit #1

Maeve tells Leonora about the fancy wedding she attended in France. She also attended a
christening. She needed three different outfits for the wedding and yet another outfit for
the christening. She showed Leonora photos of all the outfits she wore. This made Leonora
think about what she would wear were she invited to a fancy wedding and a christening.

Back at her house, inside her closet, Leonora searches for an outfit that would be suitable to
wear to an imaginary fancy wedding. She never gets invited to fancy weddings. She hardly
gets invited to any weddings at all – once a decade seems to be her average. But if she were,
would she be ready or would she need to go out and buy yet another new outfit? She owns
a silk mint green suit with a lovely tie closure that came from a local vintage store. She
bought it when she was looking for a Halloween costume – she dressed up as Greta Garbo,
with a felt hat, faux fur scarf and sunglasses. It seems a bit subversive to have a Halloween
outfit double as a fancy wedding outfit, but, on the other hand, it’s easy to imagine brides-
maids and prom dresses doing double duty as a costume. In French, a costume means both
the make-believe outfit and a man’s suit.

Leonora continues planning for an imaginary fancy wedding. Her footwear would consist
of the black slingback pointy toed pumps that she has owned for decades, and which she
hardly ever wears but keeps in her closet for those rare fancy occasions.


